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• As we continue in our series entitled,
Resting in Providence, we will look further
into its definition, and I’ll provide you with
an overview of the scope of Providence…

I.

Rest as you Understand the
Definition of Providence
II. Rest as you Consider the Scope of
Providence
I. Rest as you Understand the Definition
of Providence
• Charles Hodge God’s works of providence
are his most holy, wise, and powerful
preserving and governing all his creatures
and all their actions. Providence, therefore,
includes preservation and government
(Charles Hodge, Systematic Theology, vol. 1, 575)

M. Erickson The providence of God means
the continuing action of God in preserving
his creation and guiding it toward his
intended purposes. Preservation means
that God maintains the creation that he
brought into existence. Government means
that God is actively engaged in achieving
his purposes in his creation and that sin
cannot thwart those purposes (Millard J.
Erickson, Christian Theology, 2nd ed., 412)

Wayne Grudem God is continually
involved with all created things in such a
way that he (1) keeps them existing and
maintaining the properties with which he
created them; (2) cooperates with
created things in every action, directing
their distinctive properties to cause them
to act as they do; and (3) directs them to
fulfill his purposes (Wayne A. Grudem,
Systematic Theology: An Introduction to Biblical
Doctrine, 315)

A. A. Hodge Providence, from pro and video,
literally means foresight, and then a careful
arrangement prepared beforehand for the
accomplishment of predetermined ends.
Turretin defines this term as in its widest sense
including (a) foreknowledge, (b)
foreordination, and (c) the efficacious
administration of the thing decreed. In the
technical theological as well as in the common
usage of the word, however, it is restricted to the
last sense, namely the execution by God of his
eternal decree in time, by means of the second
causes he has originated in creation (A. A. Hodge,
Outlines of Theology, 258)

• MacArthur and Mayhue Divine providence
is God’s preserving his creation, operating in
every event in the world, and directing the
things in the universe to his appointed end
for them (John MacArthur and Richard Mayhue, eds.,
Biblical Doctrine: A Systematic Summary of Bible Truth,
218)

• John Owen The effectual working of His
power, and almighty act of His will, whereby
He sustains, governs, and disposes of all
things, men and their actions, to the ends
which He has ordained for them (John Owen,
Works, 1:475)

A.A. Hodge Providence, from pro and video,
literally means foresight, and then a careful
arrangement prepared beforehand for the
accomplishment of predetermined ends. Turretin
defines this term as in its widest sense including
(a) foreknowledge, (b) foreordination, and (c)
the efficacious administration of the thing
decreed. In the technical theological as well as in
the common usage of the word, however, it is
restricted to the last sense, namely the execution
by God of his eternal decree in time, by means of
the second causes he has originated in
creation (A. A. Hodge, Outlines of Theology, 258)

Karl Barth Fulfills his fatherly
Lordship over his creation by preserving,
accompany and ruling the whole course
of its earthly existence (Karl Barth, Church
Dogmatics, Vol. III, Part 3, 58)
•

Bruce Ware God continually oversees and
directs all things pertaining to the created
order in such a way that 1) he preserves in
existence and provides for the creation he
has brought into being, and 2) he governs
and reigns supremely over the entirety of
the whole of creation in order to fulfill all of
his intended purposes in it and through it
(Bruce A. Ware, God’s Greater Glory: The Exalted God of
Scripture and the Christian Faith, 17)

• Common words and theological
concepts
oHoly
oWise
oPower
oPreservation
oGovernment
oForeknowledge
oForeordination
oFatherly
oPeculiar
oCreation

II. Rest as you Consider the Scope of
Providence
qSpecific Providence Defined

Overview of its Scope
qIn Ordering of all Creation as Its
Author
qIn Ordering the Material Universe
qIn Preserving all Life
qIn Ordering the Nations
qIn Directing the Lives of His Children
qIn Using Evil and Suffering for His
Purposes

Biblical Episodes of Providence
qGenesis
qExodus
qJoshua
qJudges
qRuth
q1&2
qEzra
qJob

qPsalms
qProverbs
qEccl
qJohn
qActs
q1 Peter
qRevelation

qA Final Thought
Que sera, sera…

